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Something made us stop. 

 

A musical instrument.  

 

Sort of... 

 

It looked like a mandolin. The next band was setting up, and one of them had the said piece of kit.  Now, 

normally, the only way you can stop me with a mandolin is to hit me in the face with it, but I was 

intrigued.  After hearing Duffy and being so impressed, I wondered how the next band could follow them 

with...a mandolin. 

 

A percussionist turned up with what looked like a large bird nesting box; literally a box with a round hole 

in the front. I'd heard there was going to be a Country and Western band on and, as eclectic as my tastes 

are, I didn't want to listen to somebody singing about their problems, so I'd dismissed it out of hand.  

 

I also liked the look of the lady who came out and picked up the lovely black Gibson and started to tune 

up. Her name was... 

 

 

PAULA DARWISH 

 

She reminded me of someone. I realised it was a woman I occasionally encounter who just happens to be 

a lesbian. I'd had a very vivid dream about her one night where she was chasing me around a warehouse 

full of natural cosmetics, trying to convince me I was a lesbian too. I woke up that morning convinced 

that I was a man trapped in a man's body; my own of course. And as long as I've got breath left in me 

that's the way it'll stay, just in case you get any funny ideas.  

 

Her name was Paula Darwish, and as I said, I liked the look of her, so Jason got the beers in and we 

settled back down at our table. 

 

The rest of the band looked quite interesting too. 

 

The percussionist had a bit of the Hare Krishna about him, and the bass player had the kind of face, that 

looked like Charles Bronson had held up an off-licence and the police issued a photo-fit.  

 

Don't get me wrong. He didn't look like a robber, but he did look like Charles Bronson, but not quite. He 

also had a great chunky, well weathered fender bass; not Charles Bronson, the bass player had one. 

 

The mandolin player looked Turkish and nearly took Jason's eye out with the end of it when she was 

tuning up. She apologised gracefully with a great big smile and then carried on. I couldn't see the 
drummer because Paula was in the way. I spent the rest of the evening with the interesting optical illusion 

of seeing the drummer's arms coming out of her hips, like she was some kind of Indian Goddess.  

 

They started playing and... 

 

Well, you see... 

 

It was... 

 

I had no idea. Not a clue. Nada. It sounded...  

 

Persian.  



 

I looked at Jason, baffled, and he mouthed, 'what the funk?' 

 

I shrugged and listened; baffled. It sounded like the Hare Krishna movement had gone electric; bless 

them. Fuck all that rice and lentil cooking. You can keep the robe and the bowl and the dancing, just give 

me a black Gibson and some hair.  

 

My hearing also seemed to have gone to pot as well. I couldn't understand a word she was singing though 

the voice was lovely. I thought my ears must be blocked. I held my nose, trapping the air and blew hoping 

to clear my hearing. No. It still sounded like she was singing in Turkish or something. Then the song 

slipped into reggae. Hare Krishna flashing the weed! What the hell was going on? 

 

The song finished and I was still sitting there with my pen not knowing where to start. 'Nic' took the pen 

off me, and wrote 'she's got a lovely voice' & 'it's Kurdish' on the top of the page. 

 

Kurdish? 

 

... Kur ... dish? 

 

How the hell had that happened? I thought it was Country and Western. Most Country and Western 

makes my blood curdle, but Kurdish?  

 

Paula announced herself and the band before the next song started: 

 

'My name's Paula Darwish, and we're The Country and Eastern Band. 

 

Now it made sense. (You can read more details at her website above. I'm afraid there is no music there to 

download or listen to but if you want to catch them  live, that's the place to look.) 

 

As the set continued I was completely charmed by Paula.  

 

I have to say that the bass playing was the only loose thread in the set up. For at least half of it, the timing 

just pulled the hell out of the songs. At the other end of the stage area, the percussionist was versatile and 

locked in with the drummer. If he could do it, why the hell the bass couldn't, was beyond me. I hate to 

criticise but it did make a difference, like a loose thread unravelling the fabric of the songs. He was racing 

ahead like he had a dentist's appointment; in Brazil.  

 

It reminded me of the time I played at the Womad festival with Josephine Oniyama. I was playing bass 

myself then and had drunk too much coffee, and necked way too many Red Bulls. My adrenaline was 

racing and I think I finished the set two minutes before the rest of the band. They were coming off stage 

and I was ready to go on for the encore.  

 
 But that was then, and this is now, and I was ready to burst if I didn't use the gents. I made my way over 

and went through the door and... the music I'd left behind sounded like the most funkiest thing this side of 

Istanbul. How weird is that. My perception had changed completely. I stepped back outside the toilet and 

the bass was still a little askew. I stepped back into the toilet and there, once again, it sounded perfect. 

The whole thing sounded great. Perhaps I should have reviewed it from in there. It was almost like I'd 

entered a parallel universe like... what was that programme? Mr Ben, that was it. The character in the 

show would try on a costume, and then walk through a door and magically appear in the particular era 

that suited the clothes he was wearing.  

 

Sort of like Laurence Llewellyn Bowen but in reverse.  

 



I came out of the toilet; checked to make sure I wasn't dressed as something stupid like a Musketeer, and 

got back to my seat. The music definitely sounded better on my return. Weird. It was the musical 

equivalent of watching one of those documentaries on cosmetic surgery. The patient started out looking 

quite nice but sort of sagging around the edges, and ended up all tight and tucked in.  

 

Paula was playing harmonica and the bass player had gone from being slack to being some fifteen 

fingered riffing demon running up and down the fretboard and I was enjoying myself. Some little musical 

barrier in my head had crumbled and I realised it was actually a great little band. It was the opposite end 

of the musical spectrum to Duffy, but there were all sorts of things going on, especially on the percussion 

front and it was definitely different. It had integrity; a certain dignity in walking it's own musical path.  

 

I was glad. 

 

Paula Darwish, with her quirky band, quietly charmed the audience whilst singing her heart out and 

despite the shaky start I enjoyed the Country and Eastern band. In a funny way it felt like a musical detox. 

I felt purged of something after listening to Paula. It was as if it had cleared away some little musical 

prejudice I wasn't aware of having. Half digested musical memories of stuff I had heard in the seventies 

that had become lodged, and somewhat stagnant, moved along and made room for this interesting hybrid 

of East meets West; this Turkish delight of a musical evolution in process. 

  

When the gig ended, Paula thanked everybody, and that was that. Well, apart from the mad eyed woman 

who tapped me on the shoulder. 

        'Are you the official photographer?' she asked, when I turned around. 

        No. I'm an independent,' I said. 'But, if there are any good photographs, I'll send them to you. Are 

you Paula's manager?  I can't remember what she said. I just remember thinking, actually, she's rather 

attractive; if a little intense; sort of like a blonde gun dog, which is funny because I've often been 

compared to sheepdog. I gave her my paw and we shook. I refrained from sniffing her in traditional 

doggy fashion, not wanting to continue the canine thought to ridiculous extremes.  

 

        Besides, I stopped all that when I was a puppy.  
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